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The Acura MDX , or Honda MDX as known in Japan and Australia only the first generation was
imported , is a mid-size three-row luxury crossover , [3] [4] [5] [6] produced by the Japanese
automaker Honda under its Acura luxury nameplate since The alphanumeric moniker stands for
"Multi-Dimensional luxury". According to Honda, the MDX is the best-selling three-row luxury
crossover of all time, with cumulative U. In Japan, it filled a gap when the Honda Horizon also
based on the Trooper was discontinued in The cargo floor can flip up to provide two additional
seats. The vehicle is designed to hold 7 passengers, but the third row seats are small and only
seat two, in contrast to the Odyssey and Pilot whose third row holds three passengers. The
vehicle features an automatic four wheel drive system named VTM-4 that engages during off the
line acceleration as well as when wheel slippage is detected. Additionally, the system offers a
lock mode which can be activated and operated at low speeds and provides permanent 4wd and
the equivalent of a locked rear differential; designed for climbing steep hills and getting out of
stuck situations. To reduce drivetrain noise and increase fuel efficiency, the system runs as
front wheel drive during normal cruising. It is different than Honda's "RealTime AWD" system in
the Honda CR-V and other models in that it can lock and it attempts to predict when traction will
be lost and apply power to all four wheels before slippage occurs by monitoring throttle inputs.
The navigation system and DVD entertainment system options were mutually exclusive in the
model. Both could be ordered at the same time since the model. The navigation option comes
with a rear view video camera since the model. Since , the navigation system featured
information from Zagat about restaurants and other points of interest. The model was rated as
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle. The model features dual tail pipes instead of the single pipe in
earlier models, side curtain airbags, new head lights and tail lights, and new wheels. Some
chrome trimmings on the model use matte finish to distinguish from the polished shiny finish
on earlier models. Little changed for the MDX during the model year with a few minor revisions
to the vehicle's chrome and faux wood interior trim which could now be had with a dark grey
wood as opposed to reddish wood on earlier models , and also a black dash and steering wheel
in tan interiors. The second generation model's body has a wider track and longer wheelbase
than the previous MDX, but visibility to the rear has worsened from the prior generation. The
engine was upgraded to a 3. It is one of the most powerful engines Honda has produced to date.
This AWD system is one of the most advanced in its class, featuring an active rear differential
often found on high performance cars. Like all Acuras, the MDX comes with a high level of
standard equipment, including a power moonroof, leather interior, and high-intensity discharge
Xenon low-beam headlights. For the through model years, three option packages were
available: Sport, Technology and Entertainment. All Canadian Acura MDX models, aside from
the heated front seats, also get the second-row heated outboard seats as standard equipment
as well. A feature unique to Canadian MDX models are headlight washers. The Technology
package corresponds essentially to the US model's Technology package while the Elite
package is an amalgamation of the US model's Sport and Entertainment packages. Like the first
generation model, the new generation is manufactured exclusively by Honda of Canada
Manufacturing Ltd. For the MDX received a new auto-dimming rearview mirror. The MDX had
added more upgrades to the navigation system and there are two new colors added. The power
tailgate, previously available only with the Entertainment package, is now included with
Technology and Sport packages. In , the MDX received a facelift adopting to Acura's new
"Power Plenum" grille that debuted on its model year sedans. The most important upgrades to
the model where a new paddle shift six-speed SportShift automatic transmission with downshift
Rev-matching, and an increase in compression ratio to Structural rigidity was improved for the
model year. Non-navigation equipped MDX models now have a rear view camera monitor
located in the rear-view mirror. US sales began on June The MDX is powered by a 3. A
front-wheel drive FWD model is available for the first time, [17] in Canada all-wheel drive
remains the only configuration offered. LED bumper mounted fog lamps are offered as a dealer
installed option. The interior reduced button clutter by adding a 7-inch touchscreen with haptic
feedback , an additional 8-inch screen is also standard. To reduce interior noise an acoustic
PVB layered windshield, acoustic front door glass and thicker rear glass are used as well as
triple sealed door openings. Advance package models include further noise reduction using a
thicker carpet base layer and front fender liners. The MDX rides lower reducing its center of
gravity , to reduce unsprung mass the front suspension lower control arms are made from
forged aluminum. Structure rigidity is improved and weight reduced through increased use of
high-strength steel. A single ring-like hot stamped HSS outer door ring component reinforces
the A-pillar , roof rail, B-pillar, and lower floor rail encircling the front doors for improved crash
protection. The updated Adaptive Cruise Control adds low-speed stop-and-go functionality.
Restlyed LED fog lamps are optional from the factory. MDX models will come standard with
AcuraWatch which includes forward collision warning with automatic emergency braking , lane

departure warning with lane keep assist and Adaptive Cruise Control. A degree surround view
camera is optional. To reduce body mass the front fenders switched from steel to an alumiunum
panel. The front wheels are powered by the engine and a single electric motor while the rear
wheels are powered by twin electric motors tri-motor [28]. The hybrid is only available in
all-wheel drive. Acura's Active Damper System is standard. Sales began in April For , the Active
Damper System is available for non-hybrids, the front seats feature 4-way power lumbar. The
exterior features black and dark chrome accents, replacing all the chrome and rides on 20" grey
aluminum wheels. The bumpers are redesigned to give the A-Spec a more sharp and aggressive
design. Red leather seats with black alcantara inserts is now an option for the A-Spec package.
Other changes for the A-Spec trim are new gauges, carbon fiber trim, sport pedals, and thicker
steering wheel with paddle shifters. The campaign highlights the complete technical
transformation of the MDX and centers around the idea of "Made for Mankind," a concept
designed to highlight the unique engineering and design philosophy at the heart of all Acura
vehicles - the synergy between man and machine. Skipping the model year, the
fourth-generation MDX was revealed as a prototype on October 14, , virtually revealed on
December 8, went into bulk production on January 12, for the model year, and went on sale on
February 2, with the Type-S trim coming in summer Much like the discontinued former flagship
SUV the ZDX , the exterior includes a similar panoramic moonroof first found on the RDX , either
19" or 20" alloy steel rims, a tailgate similar to a RDX, headlights and taillights similar to the TLX
, a differently styled grille emblem, seven paint colors including a brand new yellow color for the
Type-S trim. The improved interior looks similar to the TLX and includes a The MDX also
features an optional audio system with speakers including four roof-mounted speakers and a
foot sensor for hands free access power tailgate release and closure when the key fob is
nearby. A new redesigned key fob that is shaped like a convex irregular polygon is included.
Powertrains are improved, with the existing 3. The Type-S trim model will get a 3. A new double
wishbone suspension with forged aluminum lower control arms, damper forks, and steering
knuckles makes its way into the MDX along with more rigid cast-aluminum shock towers, larger
front brake rotors and wider alloy wheels. Plastic wheel well liners are replaced with fabric
material and a repositioned air intake for easier access to both battery terminals. High-strength
steel HSS , press-hardened steel and aluminum make up The rear body is more rigid with
suspension load paths passing into the C and D-pillars, allowing for towing capabilities. From
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here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Did you get a good deal? Be sure to
come back and share! Edmunds Moderator. Be sure to come back and let us know! Post a pic of
your new purchase or lease! Can anyone share their lease paid numbers too? Thank you!
Located in FL if that's needed. Hey Michaell, are those figures on the Advance trim still
applicable, and are they applicable in Colorado? Thanks in advance. Can you give me mf and
residual for mdx awd advance with entertainment for 36 or 39 months 15k lease 2. Are there any
new incentives? Do the numbers apply for leftover mdx models awd advance with
entertainment? Including taxes and every thing. Can you please tell me this is good price? I'm
based in Northern California. Can you provide MF and residuals for 36 and 39 months? Is there
any lease cash from Acura? Anyone had a TG deal? Merry Christmas! Located outside of
Pittsburgh, PA thanks! Appreciate the info. Thanks in advance!! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.

What Edmunds Says Pros. September edited September in Acura. Thanks so much! September
Sorry, I also forgot to mention it's for 36 months. Michaell Colorado Posts: , October October
edited October November Acura dealer ship provided Gap insurance, its included in the lease.
November edited November Michaell said:. December December edited December January
Thank you. January edited January Looking for tech and entertainment or just tech. Sign In or
Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! My wife is very specific about exterior and interior color, so have been emailing
to various dealership for 2 weeks for availability. Is it good? Tax paid will be dependent upon
where vehicle is registered. Any comments? What would I expect to pay. Can someone tell me
whether this is a good deal? Lease on MDX with tech 36 x 10k a year. Did you get a good deal?
Be sure to come back and let us know! Post a pic of your new purchase or lease! Still a good
deal? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August edited September in
Acura. August Have you started getting quotes yet sheker? Not sure if the Acura dealers follow
suit. August edited August I am in VA state, zip code Is this good price? Sounds like a good
price, especially for a new model while we're still in summer mode. The doc fee is too high;
guess that's where the dealer is making their profit. You're in an expensive zip code area my
sister lived there for a year or two so I'm kind of surprised at this deal so early in the new model
year. Any thought on should I go for or wait for prices to go down? I haven't kept up with the
differences between the s and s. I tend to wait for the latest and greatest forever Your low miles
will counteract a good bit of depreciation when you trade again too. Sounds like you did well
sheker - congrats! Thanks Stever. I don't think pre-paid maintenance is worth it. You are tied to
the dealer and can't use an indy shop or do it yourself and often those checks are "free" anyway
when you get a scheduled service. And often the checks are free with just an oil change. My
sister got a Crosstrek late in the model year and decided to get prepaid maintenance. Her
salesperson added up the costs of the oil changes, etc. Guess what the first mailing she got
from the dealer was? The other thing is what happens if some yahoo totals your car - will the
dealer refund your money for the unused service? That's assuming 15, miles a year. Best check
that everything is covered though. The Edmunds Car Maintenance Guide will tell you what's
required by Acura and estimate what the cost should be in your zip again, we don't have
numbers yet but the 's numbers should be good enough. And note that dealers often pad what
services are required instead of going by the recommendations in the owner's manual. And
that's why it's better to go in and request an oil change and tire rotation instead of saying you
want the 7, mile service. Thank you Steve As you know is mid cycle refresh. Whereas loose on
20 inch wheels in to 19 inch wheels in So anyone has tried to compare this Advance to Tech? I
like smaller wheels so that's a plus for me. And perforated seats would be very nice. I heard
some additional discounts cash during labor day sale starting this weekend. Any information on
the additional incentives? I am looking to buy that car in KC soon. Any references to dealers is
also appreciated. September Happy wife I bought MDX from Acura of concord. Last week,
Internet sales manager of Fremont Acura also agree of invoice price but the interior color was
different so decide to go with concord. Thanks for the information! Appreciate your help!
September edited September There are a few dealerships in the area, and competition is good
for the consumer!. I will shortly contact two or three dealerships, and will post the "out the door
pricing" that I receive on this forum. Hopefully, others will benefit. In the meantime, I would also
like to hear more from Sekhar about his recent purchase, to include dealership info. That seems
like an excellent price! Even better, let us know the selling price and fees breakdown. I don't
remember what the tax rate is up in NOVA but down here, they only charge 3. Makes a good bit
of difference on the OTD numbers. Have fun shopping! Please provide dealer name in Va.
Thanks for the detail reply and it really helped me to make the decision. Draft willbrook1
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said:. Live in the Bay Area. Hoping to close on this deal tomorrow. This was for Crystal Black
on Ebony. Supposedly all bay area dealers do not currently have this model in stock so the
vehicle I hope to purchase is in transit and expected within 2 weeks. That was the best offer for
that color scheme. The salesman was upfront in letting me know that a dealership bonus was at
stake. They had 8 more cars to go or so to reach it. I waited patiently to take advantage of the
last week of the month which will also be the last week of the 3rd quarter. Now during the
course of this process I have been a victim of attempted bait and switch so I keep my guard up
for any offer until I sign on the dotted line. I will update everyone tomorrow hopefully when this
is done. Wish me luck folks. Michaell Colorado Posts: , Closed last night. Michaell said:.

Congrats dinformer and thanks for the detailed post! This is for MA. So sales tax is 6. October
Acura of pleasanton. Sign In or Register to comment.

